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The take-up of the UI

A large fraction of the eligible workers do not collect any
unemployment benefits

Estimated take-up rates vary a lot depending on the data
source

Using LFS, 50− 80% in the US, the UK and Canada

Using administrative data, 25− 55% in the US, ≈ 50% in
the UK, 30− 45% for France



Data issues

Determining eligibility

Voluntary quits

Accounting for short unemployment spells



The data used for today’s presentation

FH-DADS for France (Blasco and Fontaine, 2018) for
2001-2002

Social security data for Austria (Fontaine and Kettemann,
2018) for 1981-2001



Eligibles All Maximum duration only
Composition TU rate Composition TU rate

N 18034 15453
Overall take-up rate 31.7 30.4
Age category in 2001 (%)
31-35 40.9 33.2 40 31.2
36-40 23.2 30.5 23.5 29.9
41-45 22.8 31.2 23 30.4
46-50 13.1 29.6 13.5 28.6

Skilled workers (%) 36.2 32.3 39.2 31.9
Previous job occupation(%)
Managers and prof. 17.1 31.5 18.8 31.7
Tech. and associate prof. 19.1 33.1 20.4 32.1
Employees 10.8 36.7 9.9 36
Plant workers 53 30.2 50.8 28

Previous employer sector(%)
Agriculture 4.5 27.9 3.8 28.1
Industry 19 33.4 21 32.7
Construction 14.5 27.3 15.1 24.8
Retail 24.2 33.1 25.6 32.2
Service 36.5 32 33.1 30.2
Social 1.3 30.7 1.3 29.7

Benefit duration (%)
4 months (type 1) 4.7 43.8
7 months (type 2) 3.3 44.3
15 months (type 3) 6.3 33.8
30 months (type 4) 85.7 30.3

Sample: 30-50 year-old males eligible for UI who experience a job
loss between 07/2001 and 12/2002. Source: FH-DADS.



How to rationalize such a low take-up?

Stigma

Information problems

...



How to rationalize such a low take-up?

Stigma, Information problems

Application inconvenience (more generally any take-up
costs)

High job search expectation

Low value of UI (ex. for very liquid individuals)
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Most of the literature see take-up as a one shot decision at
the entry into unemployment

Claiming is not instantaneous



Beyond discrete choice models

1 Claiming is not instantaneous, duration matters

Fig. : cdf among benefit recipients
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Beyond discrete choice models
1 Claiming is not instantaneous, duration matters

2 UI claiming and job search interact
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Take-up may vary with the re-employment expectations

Search efforts may vary with the claiming costs

Search and claiming need to be jointly modelled



Search and claiming need to be jointly modelled

Lessons from

1 duration models were they are jointly modelled

2 structural models where individuals face search frictions
and claiming frictions

3 in both cases with obs. and unobs. heterogeneity



Heterogeneity

Observable characteristics impact job search ...

... but less the claiming rate (on french data) where unobs.
heterogeneity is the key player

Observable characteristics are important to understand
take-up because they speed up/slow down reemployment



Beyond discrete choice models



Heterogeneity

≈ 30% of the unemployed workers face both high search
and high claiming frictions

≈ 15% face high search frictions and low claiming frictions

≈ 40% face low search frictions and high claiming frictions

≈ 15% face low search frictions and don’t claim although
their claiming frictions are not that high



Implications

Claiming costs do not act as a effective selection device
(slow down benefit collection without increasing the exit
rate from unemployment)

Implications for the elasticity of unemployment duration
wrt UI generosity
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Determinants

For a given level of take-up cost/frictions claiming depend
on the benefits to claim

If we put job search aside for a moment, for a given level of
take-up costs/frictions take-up depends

on the UI generosity (level and duration of the benefits)

on the individual degree of liquidity (wealth)

Existing literature provides mixed evidence (for UI
generosity) or no evidence (for wealth)



What we do

We use of a “double discontinuity” found in Austrian Social
Security Data

Wealth shock: severance payments after 36 months of
tenure (≈ 2.65w)

Extended unemployment benefits after 36 months of
experience within preceding 5 years (10 more weeks of
benefits)



Baseline sample

All job termination starting between January 1, 1981 and
December 31, 2002

Focus on age 25 – 50 and on observations within one year
of both thresholds

As shown by CCW no strong sign of selection around the
discontinuity



Frequency of Separations by Job Tenure
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Estimation using a RDD

Estimation using a RDD

Effects on take-up AND exit from unemployment



Estimation Results: Take-up

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Baseline w/o Controls LPM ≥ 4 Layoffs by Firm

Severance Pay -0.0747∗∗∗ -0.0875∗∗∗ -0.0699∗∗∗ -0.101∗∗∗

(0.0183) (0.0182) (0.0166) (0.0304)

Extended Benefits 0.0429∗∗ 0.0368∗∗ 0.0408∗∗ 0.0766∗∗

(0.0185) (0.0183) (0.0181) (0.0301)
Observations 83451 83451 83451 30791

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
z-statistics (based on delta-method) in parentheses

Table: Average marginal effect of SP and EB on take-up



In a sufficient statistics approach

We show that we can recover an index of the TU costs

and a monetary index for the net values of UI among
claimants/non-claimants

Insights: those who are the most sensitive change in
liquidity/benefit duration are those who have

the highest marginal utility in unemployment (effects on
search behaviors)

the highest difference in marginal utility between paid and
unpaid unemployment



TU Costs =
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For some workers, TU costs are large ≈ 50% of the UI gains
for the claimants

Results point towards high TU-costs for low wage workers,
young workers or workers with low experience

TU costs reduce significantly the value of UI for low
wage/young/low experience workers
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Going beyond the black box

Claiming frictions are substantial but what are they?
Application inconvenience?

Ebenstein and Stange 2010: results are inconclusive

Complicated to test the application inconvenience
hypothesis in a randomized way

how to reach somebody before her claim?

collective layoffs?...
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